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Component sharing may look great in the boardroom but not in the showroom. Indeed, savings on research and
development and production costs could be offset by a plunge in customer brand attractiveness. The central objective
of this paper is to investigate consumer and market responses toward component sharing between brands. More
specifically, by combining experimental with econometric studies, this paper investigates the impact of component
sharing on customer evaluation of luxury, volume, and economy brands offered in a car manufacturer’s vertical product
line. An experimental study in which component sharing between automotive brands was made explicit aimed to
understand the impact of brand combinations and type of sourcing on the evaluations of the two brands sharing
components. This experimental study shows that the evaluation of luxury brands sharing with a volume brand suffers
more than when a volume brand shares components with an economy brand. This experimental study was executed for
two different brand combinations including one luxury, one volume, and one economy brand: (1) Audi, Volkswagen,
and Skoda; and (2) Lexus, Toyota, and Suzuki. The evaluation of an economy brand benefits more from sharing with
a volume brand than a volume brand suffers from sharing with an economy brand. The magnitude of these effects
depends on several factors, such as component type, the source of the component sharing, and the salience of
component sharing to the consumers. One important limitation of the experiment is that component sharing is made
rather salient, and no behavioral effects of component sharing are studied. Therefore, a second was executed in which
market share data on brands of the Volkwagen company (i.e., Audi, Volkswagen, Seat, and Skoda) were collected, while
also data on the component-sharing practices between these brands were gathered. A market share model was
estimated in which market shares of the four studied brands were explained by component-sharing practices and some
control variables (i.e., price, model changes) in an exploratory fashion. The explorative examination of market share
effects confirms that luxury brands may suffer, while economy brands may benefit from component sharing. In sum, this
research suggests that component sharing between brands has negative effects for the higher-end, and positive effects
for the lower-end brand. However, it also shows that sourcing matters. This study is considered as the first study
investigating the phenomenon of component sharing, and it points to multiple future research issues, such as studying
this phenomenon in other markets.

Introduction

F irms in different industries have adopted product-
based strategies seeking product designs that
allow high variety in the marketplace while sim-

plifying the production and distribution system with a

relatively low level of component variety and assembly
complexity (Fisher, Ramdas, and Ulrich, 1999). Compo-
nent sharing is an example of such product-based strategy.
In component sharing, families of products have similar
components. It is applied in many industries, including
automobiles, computer hardware, and consumer electro-
nics (Desai, Kekre, Radhakrishnan, and Srinivasan, 2001;
Moore, Louviere, and Verma, 1999). The automotive
industry is particularly known for its use of component
sharing, as new products drive firm profitability and stock
market value (Pauwels, Silva-Risso, Srinivasan, and
Hanssens, 2004) but are very costly to develop, from up to
$100 million in the late 1950s to over $4 billion in recent
years (Sherman and Hoffer, 1971; White, 2001). The
supply advantages of component sharing are twofold:
leveraging high research and development costs over
multiple products, and achieving production efficiencies.
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Two research streams have shed light on parts of the
studied topic. Management science literature demon-
strated the cost-efficiency of component-sharing prac-
tices in the automotive industry (Fisher et al., 1999), and
discussed the appropriateness and optimal level of com-
ponent sharing (Desai et al., 2001; Krishnan and Gupta,
2001; Ramdas and Sawhney, 2001). These studies do not
directly examine consumer perceptions and evaluation,
and the sales effects of component sharing. Second, the
branding literature has investigated how brand and line
extensions, and ingredient branding impact consumer
brand evaluations (e.g., Desai and Keller, 2002; Echambi,

Arroniz, Reinartz, and Lee, 2006; Loken and John, 1993;
Park, Jun, and Shocker, 1996; Simonin and Ruth, 1998;
Völckner and Sattler, 2006, 2007), but remains silent
about the precise impact of component sharing. In
general, these studies show that such branding practices
can have positive and negative effects on brand evalua-
tions depending on the execution of the branding strategy.

From a managerial point of view, the impact of com-
ponent sharing on brand evaluation is an important ques-
tion. As component sharing has become a common
practice in many industries, consumers have started
noticing (e.g., White, 2004). In a prestudy, it was found
that 93% of the surveyed 128 Dutch car buyers were
aware of the fact that car producers commonly share
components between brands. Hence, manufacturers
cannot simply trust that their component-sharing prac-
tices will remain a secret for all but the savviest consum-
ers. Kerwin (2004) made this point clear in Business
Week:

While sharing the basic structure of a car or truck can
generate huge savings for most models, Ford discovered
that it just won’t wash in the luxury market. Most car
buyers have no idea what a platform even is. But word
quickly gets around when a new model shares its under-
carriage with more plebeian cars. And it turns out that
someone paying $40.000 for the luxury cachet of his
first Jaguar cares a great deal that car’s guts are being
shared with something that may cost only $20.000 or so.
(p. 72–73)

The above quote suggests that component-sharing
practices impact customer evaluations for both sharing
brands, which impact subsequent purchase behavior
and prices paid for the car. However, systematic evidence
on these effects is completely lacking. Does it really
hurt luxury brands sharing components with volume
brands (i.e., Jaguar sharing with Ford, or Audi with
Volkswagen), and does it benefit economy brands shar-
ing components with a volume brand (i.e., Skoda with
Volkswagen)? Do these effects differ between type of
sourcing (e.g., what is the source of the component) and
the type of components? And how does it affect their
brand market shares? The aim of this study is to provide
answers to these questions. First, the potential brand
evaluation consequences are assessed by using an
experimental study manipulating brand combinations
(luxury with volume, and volume with economy), sourc-
ing (higher-positioned [higher-end] brand to a lower-
positioned [lower-end] brand, lower-positioned brand to
higher-positioned brand, or no specific source), and
component type in an experiment where component
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sharing is made salient to consumers. Second, the actual
marketplace effects of component-sharing practices are
investigated by regressing market shares on price and
product characteristics for brands in the vertical product
line of the Volkswagen group (Audi, Volkswagen, Skoda,
and Seat).

The outline of this paper is as follows. The first section
elaborates on how component sharing differs from other
branding strategies, such as brand extensions and ingre-
dient branding. Next, relevant theory is discussed. The
later sections discuss the setup and results of study 1
(experiment) and 2 (market share analysis). The paper is
concluded with theoretical managerial implications,
study limitations, and avenues for further research.

Component Sharing and Branding
Strategies in the Horizontal and Vertical
Product Line

A firm’s product line or portfolio can be characterized by
its horizontal and vertical structure. The horizontal struc-
ture refers to the firms’ activities in different product
categories. Research on brand extensions has focused on
this horizontal structure (e.g., Keller and Aaker, 1992).
The focus of this study instead is the vertical product line
(Randall, Ulrich, and Reibstein, 1998). In today’s
markets, firms offer different brands along the vertical
product line with three general positioning strategies:
(1) luxury (prestige, premium) brands; (2) volume
(mass-market) brands; and (3) economy (price) brands.
For instance, Volkswagen AG offers Audi (luxury),
Volkswagen (volume), and Skoda (economy) in the car
market. Firms have started to share components among
the offered brands in the vertical product line (Fisher
et al., 1999).

Component sharing can be considered as a specific
form of ingredient branding (Park et al., 1996; Simonin
and Ruth, 1998; Venkatesh and Mahajan, 1997). In ingre-
dient branding, a brand (e.g., Compaq or Godiva) explic-
itly communicates that one single attribute from the
product is from a specific manufacturer (e.g., Intel or
Slim Fast). Ingredient branding concerns two different
brands operating in different, although related, product
categories (e.g., computers and chips, or washing powder
and soap). Usually, the host-branded product consists of
many ingredients or components, of which one ingredient
is branded by a supplier from outside the product cat-
egory. This ingredient branding is explicitly communi-
cated to consumers, as it may distinguish them from other
products (e.g., Godiva chocolate in ice cream).

The specific nature of component sharing is that,
although the ingredient (e.g., shock absorber) is from
another although related category, its source is not a
brand from the other category but is a brand within the
same category. This brand is usually part of the vertical
product line of the same manufacturer. Another differ-
ence is that component sharing is usually not explicitly
communicated to consumers, while ingredient branding
(e.g., Intel inside) is usually explicitly communicated.
This may make component sharing less salient to con-
sumers. Thus, while the ingredient brand literature can
require as a basis for this study, the impact of component
sharing requires further analysis.

Theory

Effect of Component Sharing on Brand Evaluations

The general expectation underlying the study is that
component sharing across brands in the vertical product
line will negatively affect brand evaluations of higher-
positioned brands (e.g., Park et al., 1996; Simonin and
Ruth, 1998). Several behavioral theories support this
assumption. The branding literature suggests that brands
can be understood in terms of a set of attributes, each at
particular performance levels (Keller, 1998). As compo-
nents are shared, some attributes of the sharing brands
become more alike. Hence, the differentiation between
sharing brands decreases (Desai et al., 2001), especially
if this differentiation is based on attributes that can be
traced back to the shared components. Likewise, the eco-
nomic value of a product to the customer consists of the
reference value and the differentiation value (Nagle and
Holden, 1995). Lower brand differentiation decreases
the brands’ uniqueness, which may decrease customer
valuation of higher-end brands. Moreover, consumer
research suggests that price differences across brands are
frequently interpreted in terms of quality differences
(Bolton, Warlop, and Alba, 2003). When components are
shared, the perceived quality differences between brands
shrink. Consequently, consumers may question the fair-
ness of the price difference between a higher-positioned
and a lower-positioned brand, resulting in lower brand
evaluations for the higher-positioned brand. For the
lower-end brands, the above arguments imply that com-
ponent sharing may increase their evaluation. Indeed,
these lower-end brands may also start sharing higher-end
brand associations (Janiszewski and Van Osselaer, 2000;
Keller, 1998). Specifically, the use of a higher-positioned
brand component in a lower-priced brand may signal a
higher quality for that brand, increasing customer
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evaluation (Desai and Keller, 2002; Rao, Qu, and
Ruekert, 1999).

Impact of Brand Combination

First, this study expects that the effect of component
sharing on changes in brand evaluation depends on the
positioning of the higher-end and lower-end brands.
Two combinations are considered: (1) luxury brand
shares a component with a volume brand; and (2) volume
brand shares a component with an economy brand
(see Verhoef, Langerak, and Donkers, 2007, for a similar
distinction).1

Luxury brand—volume brand. Luxury brands are
positioned in the premium end of the market. Economic
theory suggests that consumers buy such brands in order
to advertise their wealth, thereby achieving greater social
status, also known as the Veblen effect (Bagwell and
Bernheim, 1996). The branding literature suggests that
these brands are purchased for exclusivity and communi-
cation of status (Kirmani, Sood, and Bridges, 1999; Park
et al., 1991). The brand’s status is, among other things,
based on the customers’ assumption that these brands are
unique. If such brands now share components with a
lower-positioned volume brand, their uniqueness would
become tainted, and the social status of owning them
would severely diminish.

Sharing volume brand components with a luxury
brand may transfer quality and prestige to the volume
brand (Simonin and Ruth, 1998). However, one might
question whether this effect is so strong. Volume brands
are already associated with having good-quality compo-
nents, and uniqueness associations (that can be derived
from components shared with a luxury brand) are rela-
tively less important for volume brands. Therefore,
volume brands might not benefit that much from sharing
components with luxury brands.

Volume brand—economy brand. The negative effect
of component sharing with an economy brand might be
not so strong for volume brands, as brand uniqueness is
not as important to a volume brand versus a luxury brand.
In contrast, economy brands sharing components with a
volume brand may benefit substantially from sharing
components with volume brands because the relative
good quality associations that one has with volume

brands now also become associated with the economy
brand. In sum, it is expected that the luxury brand sharing
with a volume brand is more affected by component
sharing than a volume brand sharing components with an
economy brand. In the same vein, this study expects
that an economy brand benefits more from component
sharing with a volume brand, than a volume brand
sharing components with a luxury brand.

Source of Component Sharing

In this study, three sourcing formats are considered: (1)
the higher-end or higher-positioned brand shares (sends)
a component brand with (to) the lower-end or lower-
positioned brand (i.e., luxury brand to volume brand, or
volume brand to economy brand); (2) the higher-end
brand and lower-end brand share the same component
(i.e., luxury brand with volume brand, or volume brand
with economy brand); and (3) the lower-end brand shares
(sends) a component with (to) the higher-end brand (i.e.,
volume brand to luxury brand, or economy brand to
volume brand). Note that the “objective” end result is
identical across the sourcing strategies: two sharing
brands have the same component. Also, note that the
framing is independent of the precise nature of the brand
combination (see earlier section). It can happen when a
luxury brand (higher-end) shares components with a
volume brand (lower-end or lower-positioned), and when
a volume brand shares components with an economy
brand. Why then would the source of component sharing
impact customer evaluation? Research on judgment and
decision making has shown that framing messages differ-
ently affects the evaluation of these messages (Levin and
Gaeth, 1987; Shiv, Edell, and Payne, 1997; Thaler, 1985;
Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). In the chosen context,
sourcing format 1 communicates that the higher-end
brand sends its component to a lower-positioned brand.
Such a message should mainly transfer positive consumer
associations from the higher-end brand to the lower-end
brand, but limit the (negative) transfer from the lower-end
to the higher-end brand. Sourcing format 2 is more
neutral and only communicates that the two brands have
the same component without mentioning its original
source. Sourcing format 3 is most negatively framed for
the higher-end brand, as consumers may believe that
lower-end brand components are inferior. As a result,
format 3 should create severe negative effects on the
higher-end brand’s evaluation. Anecdotal evidence for
this is how the luxury brand Jaguar is referred to as an
upgraded Ford Mondeo because it receives components
from this Ford subbrand.

1 Component sharing between luxury brands and economic brands is
not considered in the first study, but it is considered in the second study on
the impact of component sharing on the market share of the involved
brands.
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Thus, it is expected that information about the source
of the component (either a higher-end or a lower-end
brand) will affect the evaluation of the brand receiving
the component in a manner that is also in line with, for
example, information integration theory (Anderson,
1971). However, this study is also interested in whether
component sharing will affect evaluations of the source
brand. On one hand, one would not expect any impact of
component sharing on the source brand, as information
regarding component sharing does not communicate any
objectively new information about the source brand (it is
exactly the same component). On the other hand, based
on least mean square connectionist models, one could
argue that the evaluation of the source of the shared
component can also change due to the component sharing
(Janiszewski and Van Osselaer, 2000). According to
these types of models, people can update the weight of
attributes based on new information. Thus, new informa-
tion about the component (i.e., other brands that use the
same component) can lead to an update of the evaluation
of this component, which transfers to an updated evalu-
ation of the source brand. We expect such an update to
occur only in source format 3, where the component is
sent from a lower-end brand to a higher-end brand. Only
in this case, the (higher-end) receiver of the component
calls for an update of the attribute weights because a
higher-end receiver signals that the component must be of
good quality, which was not necessarily the case before.

Interestingly, it is unclear which sourcing format is
better or worse for the lower-end brand. On the one hand,
ingredient branding literature would suggest that imput-
ing a component from a higher-end brand with a higher
quality reputation should have the most positive conse-
quences for the lower-end brand (e.g., Park et al., 1996).
On the other hand, identifying the lower-end brand as the
source may communicate to consumers that the compo-
nent quality of this brand is apparently so good that a
higher-end brand is using the same component.

Finally, the impact of component sharing on brand
evaluation may depend on other conditions, such as the
type of component and the initial brand evaluation
(before component sharing). We investigate these condi-
tions in an exploratory manner.

Study 1: Brand Evaluation Consequences
for Salient Component-sharing Strategies

The main objective of the first study was to assess how
making component sharing salient would affect brand
evaluations. We do so by examining different brand com-

binations, sourcing strategies, and shared components. In
Appendix A, a prestudy for setting up the experiment is
described.

Participants

We collect data by means of an Internet questionnaire to
the panel of a Dutch market research agency. The selected
respondents are 20–65 years old, and usually purchase
new cars (not secondhand cars) in the full-size car
market. This selection yields 179 respondents, of which
34 did not fully complete the questionnaire, leaving 145
respondents. The average age is 43 years, approximately
75% is male, 88% earned an education of high school or
higher, and 63% of respondents have an above-average
income. The relative high education and high income of
the respondents is probably due to the focus on new large
car buyers.

Experimental Design

Based on pretests, two sets of real brands are chosen: (1)
Audi, Volkswagen, and Skoda (A/V/S); and (2) Lexus,
Toyota, and Suzuki (L/T/S), as respectively the luxury,
volume, and economy brands. The motivation for select-
ing these brand sets is threefold: (1) they are widely
known in the respondent population; (2) they differ in
terms of top-line contribution by luxury versus economy
brands2; and (3) they cover Western brands, which are
known for component sharing, and Japanese brands,
which are reluctant to compromise “product uniqueness”
(Fisher et al., 1999). As for component type (e.g., Desai
et al., 2001; Eysenck and Keane, 1990), components that
vary in terms of importance and visibility are selected:
engines, wipers, interior, brakes, design, wheels, chassis,
and shock absorbers.

First, respondents are assigned to one of the two brand
sets (which resulted in 67 respondents for A/V/S, and 78
respondents for L/T/S). Following the theoretical discus-
sion on brand combinations sourcing of components, the
following design for each brand set is used: a 2 (brand
combination: Luxury-Volume [LuxVol] versus Volume-
Economy [VolEcon]) ¥ 3 (source format: Higher-End [or
higher-positioned] to Lower-End [lower-positioned:
HiLow] versus Higher-End&Lower-End [HI&LOW]
versus Lower-End to Higher-End [LowHI]) between-
subjects factorial design. We combined this between-

2 In 2009 sales, Dutch sales for Audi, Volkswagen, and Skoda reached,
respectively, 15,252; 38,182; and 7768. The numbers for Lexus, Toyota,
and Suzuki are, respectively, 550; 37,487; and 13,398.
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subjects design with a within-subjects factor for the eight
shared component types. Each respondent is randomly
assigned to one of the six conditions. The experimental
manipulation is graphically clarified in Table 1.

The questionnaire started with some questions on car
and brand ownership. Next, respondents saw pictures of
the three brands in the brand set (see Appendix B for
A/V/S), and were asked to evaluate the brand attractive-
ness on a 1–100 (1 = absolutely unattractive, 100 = abso-
lutely very attractive) scale of each brand under study. In
line with the used brand classification, significant differ-

ences in the brand evaluations between all considered
brands in the brand set exist (p < .01; see Table 2 for
average scores).

Next, the fact that the manufacturer is planning to
share components between two specific brands (i.e., Audi
and Volkswagen) is described. The description differed
for the three source component conditions (see Table 3).
One by one, the respondents were confronted with eight
components being shared. These components were ran-
domly presented to the respondents to overcome any
order effects. For each component, the respondent was
asked to evaluate the attractiveness of the higher-end
brand and the lower-end brand on a 1–100 scale. The
questionnaire was ended with straightforward questions
on income, education, age, and gender.

While the research design may create demand effects
in general, this study’s focus is on the differential impact
of different component-sharing conditions (see study 2
for an assessment of the impact of component sharing on
the actual market shares of the involved brands).

Analysis

The dependent variable is the change in customer evalu-
ation of customer i of the higher-end (he) and the lower-
end brand (le)3 due to component-sharing strategies (s),
given by:

ΔEVA EVA EVAi he s i he i he s, , , , ,= − (1)

ΔEVA EVA EVAi le s i le i le s, , , , ,= − (2)

3 This paper uses this terminology to simplify the used exposition. The
evaluation of the higher-end brand in this experimental setup involves the
evaluation of either luxury brand when sharing components with a volume
brand or the evaluation of the volume brand when sharing components with
the economy brand. In the same vein, the evaluation of the lower-end brand
involves the evaluation of either the volume brand sharing components with
the luxury brand or the evaluation of the economy brand when sharing
components with the volume brand.

Table 2. Initial Average Evaluations (Standard
Deviations) for Brands

Evaluation Price (in Euros)

Audi 73.3 (13.1) 26,776 (9,353)
Volkswagen 68.4 (13.4) 24,356 (6,718)
Skoda 61.6 (16.7) 19,582 (7,953)
Lexus 66.1 (20.1) 25,609 (7,975)
Toyota 59.74 (18.0) 20,343 (4,392)
Suzuki 54.9 (17.3) 15,186 (6,230)

Table 3. Source Component Scenarios

General
introduction

In the car industry, it may occur that car
manufacturers use the same components in
different brands. This occurs mainly when
manufacturers offer multiple brands. For
instance, Brand A may have the same brakes as
Brand B.

Higher-end
to lower-end

The manufacturer has decided to use component
(name) in the lower-end (name) brand that is also
used in the high-end (name) brand.

Higher-end and
lower-end

The manufacturer has decided that the component
(name) in both the high-end (name) and
lower-end brand is equal.

Lower-end to
higher-end

The manufacturer has decided to use component
(name) in the higher-end (name) brand that is
also used in the lower-end (name) brand.

Table 1. Graphical Representation of Experimental Conditions of Between-Subjects Design of Brands, Brand
Combination, and Sourcing

Brands

Audi, Volkswagen, and Skoda Lexus, Toyota, and Suzuki

Brand Combination Brand Combination

Luxury-Volume Volume-Economy Luxury-Volume Volume-Economy

Sourcing of component
sharing

Higher-end to lower-end Audi to Volkswagen Volkswagen to Skoda Lexus to Toyota Toyota to Suzuki
Higher-end and lower-end Audi and Volkswagen Volkswagen and Skoda Lexus and Toyota Toyota and Suzuki
Lower-end to higher-end Volkswagen to Audi Skoda to Volkswagen Toyota to Lexus Suzuki to Toyota
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As each respondent is confronted with eight compo-
nent types being shared, the data have eight observations
per respondent. Hence, the data can be considered as
panel data. To account for the interdependency among
these eight observations, a random effects model is esti-
mated (Train, 2003), assuming the random effect (ui) for
respondent i is the same for each shared component. We
include dummies for the experimentally manipulated
conditions. For the brand combination, the dummy
LUXVOL (Luxury-Volume) is included, leaving the
Volume–Economy combination as the base case. For the
component source, the model includes HILOW (higher-
end to lower-end) and LOWHI (lower-end to higher-end),
leaving HI&LOW (no identified source) as the base sce-
nario. A dummy, BS, is included to control for the brand
set (0 = L/T/S,1 = A/V/S). We include a vector of seven
dummies COMP for seven of the shared components,
using wipers as the benchmark.

To control for the effect of the consumers’ perceived
brand evaluation of both the higher-end and lower-end
brand, the model also included the initial evaluation of
these brands as determinants of changes in brand evalu-
ation (EVAi,he and EVAi,le). Thereby, it is expected that a
higher initial evaluation of the higher-end brand will
result in a more positive change in evaluation of the
lower-end brand, while at the same time it will result in a
greater negative change in evaluation of the higher-end
brand. For the initial evaluation of the lower-end brand, it
is expected that the positive change of the lower-end
brand will be smaller if consumers already have a high

initial evaluation of the lower-end brand. The negative
change in evaluation of the higher-end brand will also be
smaller if consumers already have a high initial evalua-
tion of the lower-end brand.

Finally, the model controls for observed consumer het-
erogeneity by a set of variables (denoted as X), including
dummies for the ownership of the three considered
brands in the studied brand sets (OWNLUX, OWNVOL,
OWNECON), age, income, education, and car expertise
(how long the respondent has owned a car). The resulting
random effects regression models are given by:

ΔEVA LUXVOL HILOW
LOWHI BS

i he he i he i

he i he i

, , ,

, ,

= + + +
+ +

β β β
β β

0 1 2

3 4 γγ
δ δ λ ε

,

, , , , , ,

he ik

he i he 2 he i le he i ik he i he

COMP
EVA EVA X u

+
+ + + +1

(3)

ΔEVA LUXVOL HILOW
LOWHI BS

i le le i le i

le i le i

, , ,

, ,

= + + +
+ +

β β β
β β

0 1 2

3 4 γγ
δ δ λ ε

,le ik

le i le le i le le i ik le i he

COMP
EVA EVA X u

+
+ + + +1 2, , , , , ,

(4)

with eik as the unique random term for respondent i and
component k, and ui is the respondent-specific term. Both
eik and ui are bivariate normal distributed with means
(0,0), variances �2 and v2, correlation 0, and also
assumed uncorrelated across individuals.

Descriptive Results

Before presenting the estimation results, the descriptive
findings in Table 4 are briefly discussed. For the total

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics on Experimental Conditions (n = 1160)

Brand Positioning
Combination Higher-end Brand Lower-end Brand

Source Format (Framing)
of Component Sharing Higher-end Brand Lower-end Brand

Luxury-volume
(standard deviation)

-4.93 (13.63) .18 (11.45) Higher-end to lower-end -4.55 (12.67) .07 (12.12)

Volume-economy -7.28 (16.38) 4.66 (16.99) Higher-end and lower-end -6.78 (19.75) 2.91 (16.74)
Lower-end to higher-end -7.39 (13.03) 4.94 (15.44)

p-value .01 .00 .02 .00

Shared Component Higher-end Brand Lower-end Brand Shared Component Higher-end Brand Lower-end Brand

Engine -6.17 (14.70) 3.17 (14.81) Design -4.91 (13.91) 2.44 (14.82)
Wiper -5.40 (15.21) 2.33 (14.80) Wheels -7.11 (16.42) 2.36 (15.11)
Interior -7.45 (16.36) 2.63 (15.02) Chassis/platform -6.69 (15.24) 2.52 (14.76)
Brakes -5.99 (14.87) 2.64 (15.02) Shock absorbers -5.82 (15.01) 2.96 (14.51)
p-value .86 1.00

Brand Set

Audi–Volkswagen–Skoda -4.82 (13.04) 1.97 (13.76)
Lexus–Toyota–Suzuki -7.37 (16.77) 3.16 (15.76)
p-value .01 .18
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sample, it is found that component sharing, on average,
decreases the evaluation for the higher-end brand by 6.23
(standard deviation [s.d.] = 15.26), while it increases
evaluation for the lower-end brand by 2.61 (s.d. = 14.87).
Both values significantly differ from 0 (p < .01), and are
in line with the expectations for both sets of brands.
Interestingly, the absolute change for the higher-end
brand is significantly larger than the absolute change for
the lower-end brand (p < .01). We also find significant
differences between the two brand sets: the average
deviation is significantly larger for L/T/S than for A/V/S.
As noted before, a possible rationale is that component
sharing is more widely known among A/V/S brands than
among L/T/S brands (in fact, Suzuki is a separate brand
not owned by the Toyota group). Hence, information on
component sharing may be more surprising news to con-
sumers for L/T/S, while they may have incorporated pos-
sible component sharing for A/V/S in their initial brand
evaluations.

Change in Evaluation for the Higher-end Brand

Estimation results of equation (4) are displayed in second
column of Table 5. For interpretation of the coefficients,
it is important to note that a negative coefficient implies a
larger negative change in evaluation of the higher-end
brand.

Effect of brand combination. We find that the change
in evaluation of the higher-end brand depends on the type
of brand combination, as a negative significant effect of
LUXVOL (p < .01) is found. Thus, if a luxury brand
shares components with a volume brand, the negative
change in evaluation is larger than when the volume
brand shares components with an economy brand. Note
also that a significant negative effect of the initial evalu-
ation of the higher-end brand (EVAhe) (p < .01) is found.
The opposite occurs for the initial evaluation of the
lower-end brand (EVAle): component sharing with a
better evaluated lower-end brand is less harmful for the
higher-end brand (p < .01).

Effect of source and type of component. The identified
source of component sharing does significantly affect the
changes in evaluation of the higher-end brand. We find
that the largest negative change occurs when the lower-
end brand is named as the component source (LOWHI)
(p < .01). The smallest change occurs when naming the
higher-end brand as the source (HILOW) (p < .01). Our
results also show that the negative change in evaluation is
significantly larger for L/T/S than for A/V/S (p < .01).

With respect to the components, it is found that
sharing the interior (p < .01), wheels (p < .05), and the
chassis (p < .05) has a significant larger negative impact
than sharing the wiper component.

Change in Evaluation for the Lower-end Brand

For interpretation of the coefficients in the last column of
Table 5, note that a positive coefficient implies a larger
positive change in evaluation of the lower-end brand. The
findings for brand combination mirror those for the evalu-
ation change in the higher-end brand.

Effect of brand combination. The change in evalua-
tion of the volume brand when sharing components with
the luxury brand is smaller than the change in evaluation
of the volume brand sharing with the economy brand
(p < .01). The initial evaluation of the two brands (higher-
end and lower-end) also affects the change in evaluation
of the lower-end brand. The change is larger when the
higher-end brand has a high initial evaluation (EVALhe)

Table 5. Estimation Results of Equations (3) and (4)
(n = 1160)

Variables DEVA HE DEVA LE

LUXVOL (standard
deviation)

-.76** (.31) -1.39** (.23)

HILOW 1.25** (.38) -3.39** (.29)
LOWHI -2.10** (.38) 1.63** (.29)
BS 2.95** (.32) -1.33** (.23)
ENGINE -.77 (.55) .84* (.43)
INTERIOR -2.06** (.61) .07 (.41)
BRAKES -.59 (.61) .31 (.44)
DESIGN .49 (.57) .11 (.39)
WHEELS -1.72* (.63) .03 (.44)
SHOCK ABSORBERS -.42 (.61) .19 (.46)
CHASSIS -1.28* (.59) .19 (.44)
EVAhe -.51** (.01) .46** (.01)
EVAle .44** (.01) -.47** (.01)
AGE -.11** (.02) -.17** (.02)
SEX .97** (.37) .45 (.26)
EDUC 1.89** (.24) 1.00** (.29)
INCOME -2.97** (.42) 1.03** (.29)
EXPERIENCE .02 (.02) .15** (.01)
OWNLUX -7.56** (.85) -8.07** (.60)
OWNVOL -8.56** (.46) 3.24** (.33)
OWNECON 8.74** (.98) 2.68** (.74)
CONSTANT 8.65** (1.80) -.83 (1.16)
S.D. CONSTANT 9.34** (.14) 10.33** (.10)
Log likelihood RE -4098.61 -4542.76
Log likelihood OLS -4469.68 -3786.33
p-value likelihood-ratio

(RE-OLS) test
.00 .00

**p-value < .01; *p-value < .05.
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(p < .01), while it is lower when the lower-end brand has
a high initial evaluation (EVALle) (p < .01).

Effect of source and type of component. Our results
also show that the change in evaluation of the lower-end
brand depends on the source of the component. We find
that the largest change occurs when the lower-end brand
functions as a source (LOWHI) of the shared components
(p < .01). Interestingly, the smallest evaluation increase
of the lower-end brand occurs when the higher-end brand
is named as a source (HILOW) (p < .01). This finding is
surprising, as the ingredient branding literature would
suggest that specifying the higher-end brand as the source
should yield the largest evaluation increase for the lower-
end brand.

We do not find strong differences between the studied
components. The car engine is the sole component that
has significantly larger positive effect on the receiving
brand (p < .05).

Summary-Discussion

In this experiment, the component-sharing strategy is
explicitly communicated to consumers. Overall, it is
found that component sharing harms customer evaluation
of the higher-end brand, while it benefits the lower-end
brand. The size of this negative effect, however, depends
on the brand combination and the type of brand identified
as the source of the component. The economy brand
appears to benefit most from component sharing with a
volume brand. Importantly, identifying the lower-end
brand as the source of the shared component helps evalu-
ations of this lower-end brand. This appears counterin-
tuitive, as one would expect that a component from the
higher-end brand might function as a kind of ingredient
for the lower-end brand. One explanation for this finding
is that consumers will update their evaluation of the com-
ponent based on the status of the receiver of the compo-
nent, and subsequently also update their evaluation of the
source of the component.4

Study 2: Market Share Consequences of
Component Sharing

The results of study 1 may be driven by the presented
salience of component sharing. Indeed, in a follow-up
experiment with more salient other purchase character-

istics, no significant evaluation effects of component
sharing (results available upon request) are found. Thus,
the empirical question remains to what extent consumers
actually use information on component sharing while
buying cars. Based on prior results, negative market
share consequences for a higher-end brand sharing com-
ponents are expected. For the lower-end brand, the
opposite might occur (Keller and Lehmann, 2006). To
assess these consequences, sales data and data on spe-
cific component-sharing practices of a specific set of
brands, which are known to share components—Audi
(luxury), Volkswagen (volume), Seat (economy), and
Skoda (economy)—are collected. Among these brands,
sharing occurred both from higher-end to lower-end
brands, and vice versa. The degree of component sharing
differs for different types of cars (Wells, 2001). On
average, about 50% of the components are shared with
other models (from both the same and different brands)
within the same platform. We observe brand-level sales
data, average price, and new product introductions of the
four brands for the period between 1994 and 2001. We
collected data on component-sharing activities based on
platform information (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_Volkswagen_Group_platforms). For the time period
of the sales data, this study collected data considering
which brand was the first on a platform, and when other
brands joined that same platform. If another brand
joined a platform, this brand was treated as a case in
which both the first brand on the platform sends a com-
ponent to the newcomer, and the newcomer received a
component from the first brand on the platform (see
Appendix C for details).

Model Specification

Our dependent variable is market share of a brand X at
time t. As explanatory variables, lagged market share,
price changes, model changes and component (COMP)
sharing events involving the brand, and monthly seasonal
dummies (SD) were included:
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Both model changes and component-sharing events
are coded as step dummies, that is, 0 before the event and
1 thereafter. For luxury brand Audi, the data period
includes two model changes (new Audi A4 and a new

4 In the experiment, willingness to pay is also measured. It has a strong
positive relation with brand evaluation. For a more detailed discussion of
this analysis, see Verhoef and Pauwels (2005).
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Audi A8 model) and three component-sharing events,
involving Audi sharing its platform with, respectively,
Volkswagen, Seat, and Skoda. For volume brand Volks-
wagen, the data period includes one model change (intro-
duction of Golf Mk4) and two component-sharing events,
involving, respectively, economy brands Seat and Skoda
sharing a platform with Volkswagen. For economy brand
Seat, the data period includes one model change (the
second generation of the Seat Toledo) and two
component-sharing events: receiving the platform from
luxury brand Audi and sharing its platform with volume
brand Volkswagen. Likewise, economy brand Skoda saw
one major model change (the Skoda Fabia) and two
component-sharing events: receiving the platform from
luxury brand Audi and sharing its platform with volume
brand Volkswagen. Unit root tests showed that prices
were evolving for each brand, while market share was
evolving for both economy brands. We proceed by taking
the first difference of the evolving variables.

For each brand, the model with and without the
component-sharing events was estimated. In each case, it
was found that including the component-sharing events
improves model fit in terms of adjusted R2 and informa-
tion criteria. Thus, it is concluded that accounting for
component sharing adds to the study’s power to explain
market share.

Model Results

Table 6 shows the model estimation results for each
brand (for space constraints, the constant and seasonality
coefficient estimates are not reported), with significant
coefficient estimates in bold. In each case, the model
explains the majority of the variation in the dependent
variable (market share for luxury and volume brands,
market share changes for both economy brands).

For luxury brand Audi, the model obtains the expected
signs for all significant coefficient estimates. While the
component sharing with volume brand Volkswagen and
with economy brand Skoda did not significantly affect
Audi’s market share, the component sharing with
economy brand Seat decreased Audi’s market share with
.27 points. In the case of volume brand Volkswagen,
receiving components from economy brand Skoda
yielded a market share decrease significant at the 10%
level. On the positive side, market share changes of
economy brands Seat and Skoda got a boost when luxury
brand Audi shared its platform with these brands. More-
over, economy brand Skoda got a boost when it shared its
platform with volume brand Volkswagen, confirming the
prior experimental results.

In sum, the econometric analysis suggests that compo-
nent sharing may affect market shares of the involved
brands. As expected from the prior experimental results,
higher-end brands sharing with lower-positioned brands
may lose market share, while lower-end brands may gain
market share when they share with higher-positioned
brands. Moreover, the smaller economy brands Seat and
Skoda benefit, but not the volume brand Volkswagen, as
the latter already has a quality reputation. We acknow-
ledge that many possible explanations exist for why
certain component-sharing events did significantly affect
market shares of the involved brands, while others did
not. They include the type of component shared and the
extent to which component sharing was publicized by
the brands or their competitors, and thus made salient in
the consumers’ minds. We could not obtain reliable data
on these variables. Moreover, the relative market shares of
the involved brands and the timing of component sharing
may matter. Future research may measure these variables
in the marketplace to support or reject these explanations.

Conclusions and Avenues for
Future Research

Theoretical Discussion

This paper analyzed the evaluation and market share con-
sequences of component sharing by executing one experi-
mental study and analyzing market share data. Our study

Table 6. Estimation Results of Regression Model on
Effect of Component Sharing on Brand Market Share

Market Share Market Share Change

Audi Volkswagen Seat Skoda

Lagged share .23 .39 -.48 -.51
Price change

(1000 Euro)
-.10 -.28 .01 -.01

Model change 1 .38 .18 .27 .16
Model change 2 .21
Component sharing

Audi to Volkswagen .15 .23
Audi to Skoda -.10 .12
Audi to Seat -.27 .45
Seat to Volkswagen .74 -.19
Skoda to Volkswagen -.82a .45

R2 .77 .65 .59 .68
F-value 13.66 8.37 7.04 10.37
Durbin–Watson 1.91 1.76 2.02 2.26

aSignificantly different from zero at the 10% significance level.
Note: in bold: coefficient estimates significantly different from 0 at the 5%
significance level.
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contributes to the extensive literature on branding (e.g.,
Keller and Lehmann, 2006), as it is the first to empirically
investigate the effect of component sharing on brands in
the vertical product line. Our results show some differ-
ences in evaluation effects between shared components.
However, these differences are not substantial. This
might imply that the issue that brands share components
is more important than what is actually being shared.
Brand evaluations are most affected by the brand combi-
nation and the sourcing of component sharing.

Effects of brand combination. The results of the
executed experiment show that sharing components
between brands in the vertical product line has negative
consequences for the higher-positioned brand, while it has
positive consequences for the lower-positioned brand.
Furthermore, the results suggest that it is important to
differentiate between different types of higher-end brands.
Given the higher prestige of a luxury brand, the negative
effects of sharing with a lower-end brand are stronger for
the luxury brand than for a volume brand. However,
although volume brands are less affected by sharing with
economy brands, these brands also benefit less from
sharing components with a luxury brand than economy
brands benefit from sharing with a volume brand. Overall,
it is found that (consumer evaluations for) volume brands
are less susceptible to component-sharing activities.

Effects of source. Importantly, the source of sharing
influences the size of the negative effect. Higher-end
brands are less affected when they send a component to a
lower-end brand. Remarkably, lower-end brands benefit
most when they send a component to a higher-end brand.
One might expect the opposite. One explanation is that
sending a component to a higher-end brand signals that
the quality of the component is higher than expected,
leading to an update of component evaluations and also to
an updated evaluation of the lower-end brand sending
(and possessing) this component. This explanation is in
line with predictions one could derive from least mean
square connectionist models (Janiszewski and Van Osse-
laer, 2000). Furthermore, in line with the results, this
model would not predict updates of the evaluation of the
higher-end brand when it is the source of a component
that is shared with a lower-end brand. In this case, the
information about the receiving brand does not add to
the predictive value of the component as a quality cue of
the higher-end brand sending the component.

Exploratory market share analysis. One important
limitation of the experiment is that component sharing is
communicated very explicitly to consumers. One could

argue that this might result in stronger effects, and that it is
questionable whether these results would be found in the
market as well. Moreover, this study only investigated
evaluation attitudinal effects. We, therefore, examined the
impact of component sharing on market share of four
brands, which are known to share components. Our results
provide some interesting results. First, the executed analy-
sis shows relatively strong evidence that economy brands
tend to benefit from sharing with higher-end brands.
Second, it tends to suggest that especially luxurious brands
face a risk of losing market share when they share com-
ponents with an economy brand.5 Third, the studied
volume brands do not benefit from sharing a component
with a luxury brand, while this study also does not find
strong evidence that sharing components with an economy
brand negatively affects these brands’market share. These
findings confirm the results of the first experiment that the
luxury brand should be careful with sharing components.
Luxury brands lose their uniqueness and status, which are
so important for their position in the market. It also con-
firms the results of the first experiment that the volume
brand is probably less affected. Finally, it confirms that
economy brands may benefit strongly from sharing
components with higher-positioned brands.

Management Implications

Although sharing components may look good in the
boardroom due to cost savings and longer use, and thus
revenues of developed components, manufacturers should
incorporate likely consumer reaction in their component-
sharing decision. Our results suggest three relevant impli-
cations for manufacturers sharing components between
brands. First, they should be very reluctant to share com-
ponents between luxury and lower-positioned brands, as it
tends to hurt both the evaluation and the market share of
luxury brands. Second, the results of the executed studies
suggest that sharing components between a volume brand
and an economy brand may be a viable strategy. Our
evidence suggests less severe effects for the evaluation of
the volume brand and only limited (or no) negative market
share effects for this brand, whereas the economy brand
benefits from sharing these components. Third, the pre-
sented findings suggest that the negative effects for the
higher-end brand and the positive effects for the lower-end
brand are mitigated by the source of the component. This
implies that firms should carefully look at how they
communicate or frame their component sharing.

5 The findings in this respect require further attention, as the estimations
only showed this effect for the Audi–Seat combination and not for the
Audi–Skoda combination.
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Research Limitations and Future Research

The current study has several limitations, including the
choice of country and respondent sample, the study of
only one industry, and the focus on only six brands.
Moreover, this study focused on the customer side of
component sharing, which received little previous study.
Other parts of the profitability equation are needed to
balance the revenue and cost drivers. For instance, this
study could not obtain precise information on the com-
ponent cost coefficient (Desai et al., 2001) for a represen-
tative group of manufacturers (such information is highly
confidential and likely differs per firm). Future research
can also use a between-subjects design to assess the dif-
ferences between components, and to study boundary
conditions, such as timing of sharing (e.g., immediately
or after one year).

One particular limitation with regard to the design of
the experimental study is that this study might have
created demand effects. As a consequence, this study
might overstate the general effect of component sharing
on brand evaluations. The econometric analysis of
market shares does not suffer from this limitation, but
its high external validity came at the cost of the inability
to control and measure potentially important factors,
including communication by the brands and their com-
petitors. However, together, the two studies do indicate
that component sharing can affect consumers’ evalua-
tions of the brands involved. Still, a very valuable
follow-up study would be to build up a large database in
which, for multiple brands, component-sharing practices
are collected, and beyond that also multiple other mar-
keting actions (i.e., advertising, new product introduc-
tions, promotions) are included (e.g., Pauwels et al.,
2004) over a long time period. Having such a database
allows one to assess potential short- and long-term con-
sequences of component sharing across brands, and
would probably enable a study on how firms can miti-
gate potential negative effects (i.e., through increased
advertising).

This study suggested a number of theoretical motiva-
tions (i.e., change in quality perceptions, loss of unique-
ness, lack of differentiation) why component sharing
affects brand performance. This research does not for-
mally test these reasons, as it only shows consequences
for brand evaluations and market share. Future research
could focus more on the underlying theoretical variables
(i.e., design newness [Talke, Salomo, Wieringa, and Lutz,
2009]), and specifically investigate whether component
sharing affects these underlying variables, which subse-
quently affect brand evaluations. Experimental research

showing the possible mediating role of these variables
would be an excellent opportunity for future research on
component sharing.

Despite these limitations, the current study provides
several key and interesting insights that are relevant to the
decision on, and the execution of, component sharing. As
consumers are knowledgeable about component-sharing
practices, managers should aim for solutions that look
good in the boardroom and in the showroom.
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Appendix: Pretest, and Experimental Procedures
and Measures

Appendix A. Pretests
We choose cars of the same size: Audi A4 Sedan,

Volkswagen Passat Sedan, and the Skoda Superb Sedan;
and Lexus IS 2000, Toyota Corolla Verso, and Suzuki
Lilian. The dealer prices of the considered brands for
Audi, Volkswagen, and Skoda are, respectively, 33.000
Euro, 29.500 Euro, and 26.000 Euro. For Lexus, Toyota,
and Suzuki, these prices are, respectively, 34.000 Euro,
26.000 Euro, and 17.000 Euro. Some validity for the used
classification is provided in a separate prestudy, where 50
consumers were asked to evaluate the brands in terms of
perceived price level, perceived prestige level, and per-
ceived quality on a 10-point scale. The average scores for
Audi are 7.48, 8.01, and 7.92. For Volkswagen, these
average scores are 7.01, 7.77, and 7.48. The average
scores for Skoda are 5.28, 4.77, and 6.05. Pair wise t-tests
reveal significant differences (p < .05) between Audi and
Volkswagen, Audi and Skoda, and Volkswagen and Skoda
on all these variables. We also asked these respondents to
classify the brands in the luxury segment, the volume
segment, and the economy segment. In line with the used
classification, 84% considered Audi as a luxury brand,
60% considered Volkswagen as a volume brand, and 74%
considered Skoda as an economy brand. These 50 con-
sumers also evaluated Toyota and Suzuki. The average
scores on perceived price level, perceived prestige level,
and perceived quality on a 10-point scale for Lexus are
7.35, 7.48, and 7.40; for Toyota are 6.91, 7.14, and 7.78;
and for Suzuki are 5.46, 5.67, and 6.36. Of the respon-
dents, 76.9% classified Lexus as a prestige brand, 72%
classified Toyota as volume brand, while 75% classified
Suzuki as economy brand. Overall, these results support
the proposed classification of the considered brands.

Appendix B. Experiment Material: Picture and Information
for Audi/Volkswagen/Skoda

Audi A4: Important characteristics of this car are:

2.0 l motor, 100 KW
5 gears
Power steering
Air conditioning
Price: 33.000 Euro
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Volkswagen Passat: Important characteristics of this
car are:

2.0 l motor, 100 KW
5 gears
Power steering
Air conditioning
Price: 29.500 Euro

Skoda Superb: Important characteristics of this car
are:

2.0 l motor, 100 KW
5 gears
Power steering
Air conditioning
Price: 26.000 Euro

Appendix C. Volkswagen Group Model Changes
and Platforms

We analyze monthly Dutch data on market share, price,
model changes, and component sharing for the three
Volkswagen brands: luxury brand Audi (with average
price of 50,619 guilders and market share of 1.91%),
volume brand Volkswagen (with average price of 32,629
guilders and market share of 11.02%), economy brand
Seat (with average price of 24,095 guilders and market
share of 2.65%), and Skoda (with average price of 21,611

guilders and market share of .53%). Our data period runs
from January 1994 until October 2001, for a total of 94
monthly observations.

1. Model Changes
During the period of analysis, Audi experienced two
major model changes. The A04 platform introduced in
January 1995 represented “all-new platform with a longer
wheelbase and wider track” (CarsGuide.com, 2009) than
the predecessor for Audi A4. The new engine and exterior
design in January 2000 for the Audi A8 “made it a strong
competitor among more established brands” (Car Con-
nection, 2000). The volume brand Volkswagen has one
major model changes in the considered data period: 1998
saw the upmarket introduction of the Golf Mk4.
Economy brand Seat experienced one major model
change: the second generation of its Seat Toledo in 1998
“was more rounded than the previously boxy shape and
had a much more fluid design” over its 1991–1997 pre-
decessor (Wikipedia, 2009). Finally, as the least expen-
sive car with the lowest market share, Skoda had only one
major model change on its own in the data: the 1999
Skoda Fabioa (A04 platform).

2. Platforms Shared
During the period of analysis, three platforms were iden-
tified that were shared by at least two of the analyzed
brands, and that started with one brand. They are dis-
played in below table.

Platform Brands

A03 Starts with Seat 1993 and 1994
Volkswagen Polo Playa joins in 1996

A04 Starts with Skoda Fabia in 1999
Volkswagen Polo MK4 joins in 2001

A4 Starts with Audi A3 in 1996
Volkswagen Golf joins in 1997
Seat Leon joins in 1999
Skoda Octavia joins in 1998
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